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How is Knowledge best transferred? Via Infor
mation or via Tradition (face-to.face socialization)? 
This Article draws upon Michael Polanyi's concepts 
of 'Tacit Knowing' and 'Tradition', contrasting it 
with Information Theory to explore the two 
methods. The present growth in information seems 
to be a supply push, not a costomer demand, which 
is potentially dangerous. 

On today's information markets the suppliers pay -
not the consumers, suggesting that the value of 
informalion in transferring knowledge is very small. 
The value can even be negative, because the reader 
docs not know until after the reading, whether the 
information was worth spending time on or not. The 
money makers have the information suppliers as 
costomers or have created standards that force the 
readers to use their tools. 

It seems false - and possibly unprofitable - to base 
transfer of human knowledge on information. I 
suggest that those carrying a 'radical' definition of 
information as being equal and meaningless are less 
likely to be disappointed and less likely to lose 
money on information markets. 

Human knowledge is action oriented and is best 
transferred via tradition, in social interaction with 
people, because hwnans have a huge capacity to 
absorb s ignals unconsciously in face-to-face 
communication. However, tradition is slow and 
unconscious. We must find new ways and other 
interactive media other than information, for 
efficient knowledge transfer. One such 'medium' is 
the open plan office. Copyright I!:> 1996 Elsevier 
Srirnt"P ltd 

Direct and Indirect Transfer of 
Knowledge 

How can knowledge retained in individuals (best) be 
transferred to other individuals7 The issue is as old as the 
human being and has been addressed by various 
disciplines over the years, most notably by pedagogy 
and psychology. II is particularly urgent in the 
information processing industries due to the rapid 
development in Information Technology. 

We are all involved in knowledge transfer. The most 
common example occurs in the family when children are 
taught how to behave in li fe. Similar lransfer of 
knowledge occurs everyday in the work place, when 
juniors are taught the tricks·of-the·trade by their seniors 
or in the school laboratory when the pupils conduct 
experiments. These are examples of direct transfer of 
knowledge, from person to person in an interaction. 
Direct transfer of knowledge can be interpreted using 
Michael Polanyi's concept of tradition. 

Text books and articles are examples of i"direct know
ledge transfer, via a medium. The human ability to 
articulate knowledge and express it in symbols that can 
be handed over to other people from one generation to 
another is one of mankind's grealest achievements. 
Indirect transfer of knowledge can be interpreted using 
ill/om.alion Iheory. The teacher and the text book in the 
class room is a combination of both tradition and 
inrormation. 

Tradition 

Tacit Knowing 

Althouah Michael Polanvi's concept' of facif hlOwin!l 
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TRANSFER OF KNOWLeDGE A D THE INFORMATION PROCESSING PROFESSIONS 

belongs to common vocabulary today, Polany;'s 
underlying epistemology is not commonly known. 
Polanyi's theory of knowledge was developed in the 
late 19405 and early 1950s. lie lived at a time when 
information theory and cybernetics were born and he 
illustrates his theories with examples from scientific 
professions. These features make him very up·to-date, 
since ~he work condHions of scientists are quite similar to 
those of present day professionals involved in 
information processing. 

Polanyi had a mission: he wan ted to prove Ihat there is 
lillie difference between the non·scientist and the 
scientist when it comes 10 actual practical work. Polanyi 
regarded knowledge or knowing as personal, i.e. formed 
in a social context and individual, not as a property of an 
organisation or a colledive. 

Polanyi's concept of knowledge' is based on three main 
theses: 

.:- true discovery, c.1nnot be accounted for by a set of 
articulated rules or algorithms. 

.:. knowledge is public and also to a very great extent 
personal (i.e. it is constructed by humans and 
therefore contains emotions, 'passion'). 

+ the knowledge thai underlies Ihe explicit knowledge 
is more fundamental; all knowledge is either taci t or 
rooted in tacit knowledge. 

In Polany;'s world there is thus no such thing as 
'objective' knowledge. Bul knowledge is not private, it is 
socially constructed. Socially conveyed knowledge 
blends with the experience of reality of the individual. 
New experiences are always assimilated' through the 
concepts thai Ihe individual uses and which the 
individual has inherited from other users of the language. 

Those concepls arc tacitly based. The individual 
changes, 'adapts', the concepts in the light of experiences 
and reinlerprels Ihe language used. When new words or 
concepls are broughl into an older system of language, 
each affects the other. The system itself enriches whal 
Ihe individual has brought into it. All our knowledge 
Iherefore rests in a lacil dimension. 

When we are lacitly involved in a process.of.knowing 
we act without dislance and do nol renecl. This 
describes how and why we lake Ihings 'for granted'. In 
each activity, there are two different levels or 
dimensions of knowledge: 

.:. Knowledge aboul Ihe object or phenomenon lhat is 
in focus - fOC/lI blOwledge . 

• :. Knowledge thai is used as a tool 10 handle or 
improve whal' is in focus - 'acil knowledge. 

The focal and tacit dimensions are complemenlary. The 
la~il knowledge fu nclions as a background knowledge 
which assists in accomplishing a task which is in focus . 
Thai which is lacit varies from one situalion to another. 
For inslance, when readin!! a lext. words and Iimruislic 

rules function as tacit subsidiary knowledge while the 
aUenlion of Ihe reader is focused on the meaning of the 
tex!. 

II depends on Ihe situation whether knowledge is used 
lacilly or being focused andlor as articulaled knowledge. 
Tacit and focal are not categories or levels in a hierarchy 
bul are more like two dimensions of the same 
knowledge. Skills which arc very difficult to articulate 
and 10 Iransfer between individuals thus have a large 
proportion of tacit knowing, whereas a competent 
person musl be able to focus more of his/her taciL 
process·of.knowing in order to articulale and 
cornmunicutc in a social context. 

Inspired by Gestalt Psychology, Polanyi regards the 
process of knowing as fragmentary clues, senso·moloric 
or from memory, which are integrated under categories. 
We make sense of realily by calegorising il. The patterns 
of categories contain theories, methods, feelings, values 
and skills which can be used in a fashion lhat Iradition 
judges is valid. We attend from the particulars to the 
focus upon which they bear. This act of integration is an 
informal act of the mind and cannol be replaced by a 
formal operation. This integration of knowledge is a 
personal skill in itself and cannot be disposed of. 

Polany;'s Iheory is about how human beings acquire and 
usc knowledge, i.e. aboul lhe process of kl1owi,w. In his 
earlier works he frequently uses Ihe verb 'knowing' and 
the noun Knowledge' as synonyms. In his laler works 
(tacit knowing) he emphasises the dynamic' properties, 
and even describes knowledge as an activily: 

Knowledge is an aclivilv which would be beller described as a 
process of k,.,owirlg. 

Human knowledge is. however, too complex a concept 
10 be labelled solely by a noun. Polanyi thus regards 
knowledge as bolh static 'knowledge' and dynamic 
'knowing'. The dynamic properties describe how human 
beings slrive for acquiring, coming to know, new 
knowledge and they arc of most interest in this article. 
If one regards the dynamic properties of knowledge the 
most material. the nolion Process·of·Knowing probably 
gives a better description than the word 'knowledge'. 

Polanyi emphasises that human beings are 'knowing' all 
the lime, we are switching between tacit knowing and 
focal knOWing every second of our lives, it is a basic 
human ability to blend the old and well-known with the 
new and unforeseen, otherwise we would nol be able to 
live in Ihe world. 

But Polanyi also sometimes describes knowledge as an 
object that can be arliculaled in words. When tacit 
knowledge is made explicit through language it can be 
focused for reneelion. By distancing the actor from Ihe 
knowledge and articulating it in language or symbols, 
Ihe knowledge becomes possible to dislribute, criticise 
and therehv incrPiHiP 
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TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE INFORM A TION PROCESSING PROFESSIONS 

Because we can know more than we can lell, il (ollows 
Ihal what has been made articulate and formalized is in 
some degree underddermined b{' thai which we know 
lacilly. Arliculate proposi/io,wy knowledge (facts) is 
therefore - metaphoricaUy speaking - only the top of 
the iceberg, Language alone is nol enough for making 
knowledge explicil, All arliculaled propositionary 
knowledge has originally been constructed i l) sorneone's 
mind, be it in my own or somebody else's, Facts are thus 
personal. not objective in a positivistic scientific sense. 
Facts can be tested for their truth content by an act of 
assertion but the act of assertionb contains a ladl pari 
too. 

For knowledge managers or managers involved in 
making tacit knowledge explicit, bolh Ihe individual 
and the dynamic properties of tacit knowledge .re 
challenging. The chaUenge is evident in the present 
choice of labels, Nouns like 'Inlellectual Capilal' or 
'Knowledge Management' suggest a bias lowards Ihe 
static properties. 

Polanyi also emphasises Ihe functional asped o( 
knowledge, i.e, he regards knowledge as a tool by 
which we either act or gather new knowledge, This tool 
is umeOeded knowledge Ihal we 

Iheoretical prop05ilionary knowledge. Polanyi Iherefore 
makes no difference in principle belween Ihe analylical 
skills of a Berlrand Russell or Ihe blind man's rod. The 
process-of-knowing is Ihe same, 

fnlelledual tools are however different from physical 
lools in that they are based in a social contex!. A person 
needs to be confident in that social context in order to 
be able to use intellectual tools. It is an important 
distinction as regards the rules and the lools, particularly 
for professionals involved in information processing. 

In this article Ihe dynamic properties of knowledge are 
emphasised, so 'knowledge', and 'knowing' are used as 
synonyms, 

Traciilioll of iamwlecige 
A process-of-knowing is according to Polanyi 
transferred via tradilioll , The Iradition is a system of 
vtllues outside the individual. Bolh language and 
tradilion arc social syslems which take up, store and 
convey the knowledge of society, 'Personal' knowledge 
is Ihus not Ihe same as subjective opinions, It is more uke 
the knowledge of a judge who within the framework of 
the law and praxis (= tradi tion) gives a judicial decision 

based on his judgement in a 
lake for granted in a situation, 

When we use a hammer 10 drive a 
lIail, w. alt/md 10 both lIail alld 
!Jammer, but ill a different way. 
71,. differellce may b. slated by 
saying Ihal Ih. lalter (hammer) is 
nol, like Ihe nail, an objeci of our 

The IIOtiOIt 'Jl'mcess-of
Knowing' J'Yobl'lbll! gives n 
itdte1' desrriptioll thnll tIle 

word 'knowledge' 

particular situation. Another 
judge should in principle be able 
10 lake the same decision, 

Polanyi idenlifies Ihree lacil 
psycho-social mechanisms· for 
tradition: imilalion. idenlification 
and learning by doing. They are 

attention, but instrwne,lls of if. They are not watc1,td in 
th.mselves; w. walch som.tllillg .Ise while keepillg illlerlStly 
aware of Ihe,", I have a subsidiary awarelless of Ih , feelill8 ill 
th. palm of my hand which is merged illio my focal 
awareness of my driving the nail. 7 

Whelher an objed is a tool or not depends on the actor's 
attitude, f( a stone is used as a hammer il is a physical 
tool. Methods, rules, beliefs and theories are intellectual 
tools, 

A 'rule' is tied to Ihe resull of an adion. The knowledge 
of the rules also functions as a tacit knowledge, i,e, a kind 
of tacit 'tool o( lools', A rule is a slandard for 
correctness, a norm, The difference is that the norm is 
entirely static whereas a ru le can be changed. The rules 
develop in Ihe process of knowing or come from 
tradition, Mastery of the rules also brings with it the 
abi lily to change Ihem or exlend them, Rules are 
generally tacit but they may be articulated into explicit 
rules-of-thumb . 

Polanyi mainlains lhat craftsmen, ·makers·. use Ihe same 
kind of melhods as olher practilioners, 'doers', Scientisls 
and cprpenters are similar, They both follow rules and 
exemplars and they rely on experience for making 
judgements. Polanyi makes no clear dislinction between 
oradicaJ knowled2e and olher kinds of knowled2e, like 

mechanisms for dired knowledge transfer. Facts, rules 
and exemplars are transferred withoul intermediate 
storage in a medium, The term 1 use - Knowledge 
'Iransfer' - is Iherefore nol quite appropriate, since 
knowledge is nol moved as goods, 1nslead, Ihe 'receiver' 
reconstructs his/her version of Ihe 'supplier's' process-of
knowing. 

A Iradition Iransfers ils patterns of action, rules, values 
and norms, They creale a social order because people can 
foresee bolh Ihe action of others and the implied 
expectations on themselves, The tradition also lells what 
attitudes one shouhl take, The individual defines him/ 
herself as someone by submit ling 10 Ihe tradition, The 
formation of knowledge wilhin a Iradilion is done bolh 
locally (by master/apprenliceships) and in a larger 
contexl through profeSSional bodies, 

Values are not subjective but pari of a profeSSional 
tradilion oulside the individual self. In Ihe value, an 
individual's experience is integrated with a claim of 
being general within the Iradition of a profeSSion. 
Personal knowledge conlains elements from how reality 
is perceived by Ihe tradilion, The individual leis Ihe 
lingual (orms and cullural palterns of Ihe tradition form 
his own idiosyncrasies into an image of reality, 
irrespective of whelher his tools are patterns of thought, 
oallems of aclion or social institutions, As time passes, 
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some of the values are validated and transfonned 
cognitively into beliefs about how things are. They are 
therefore no longer in need of being tested so lhey 
become a taken-for-granted tacit knowledge shared by 
the members of the group. 

Tradition is a dynamic unarticulated process by which a 
process-of-knowing is transferred between individuals. it 
has no purpose, no wriHen rules and no power centre. 
Tradition exists independent of organisation boundaries. 

Polany;'s notion of tradition has some weaknesses. It is 
based on l·he psycho-social context of scientific 
professions, which have procedures for enforcing 
compliance of unwritten rules. l ie therefore sees the 
older professional as having authority over the younger 
(= socially sanctioned knowledge). The apprentice lacks 
the ability to question what he learns, tradition thus 
implies submission. This is not the case in today's fast
moving professions, especially in the Information 
Technology field. 

Tacit knowing and tradition funclion as a taken-for
granted knowledge, which in its tum delimits the 
process-of-knowing and sets boundaries for learning. 
Polanyi does not problematise this asped. 

Tradition iu tile newspaper's editorial room 
The editorial offices of newspapers (Sveiby, J994) are 
usually large, open-plan spaces, abuzz with noise, full of 
computers, littered with documents and guite di rty. The 
journalists sit in their cubby-holes, or work areas, in front 
of desks that are invariably invisible under mountains of 
articles, and instead of being overtly creative, they spend 
most of their time in the office either on the phone or 
chatting amongst each other. The cool. calm atmosphere 
one assoda~es with intellectual endeavour is conspicuous 
by its absence. 

The reason newspaper offices are like this is that 
journalists have known fo r a long time that· an open-plan 
space faci litates rapid infonnalion and knowledge 
transfer. Just by being present, you can absorb all you 
need to know, to function as a journalist. You do not 
have to spend time silting in on briefings, or writing and 
reading reports. The competence transfer occurs 
informally without deliberation or reporting systems. 
Most person-to~person communication is tacit - out of 
lhe corner of the eye - and unconscious. 

Everyone can see the 'stars' preening themselves and the 
less successful professionals keeping low profiles. This 
teaches codes of behaviour, and skills. In an open-plan 
area, it soon becomes obvious who the leaders are and it 
is hard to hold a position of authority, without having a 
talent for it. 

The pecking order and the knowledge flow, moreover, is 
cOllstantly re-configuring, as the situation changes, 
people leave, and enter the space, and changes in the 
topics of conversation shift the spotlight of 
acknowledr!ed authority from one exoert to annther. 

A journalist who is closeted in a room or starts working 
from home thus quickly loses competence. There are 
journalists who prefer to sit in isolation because they 
cannot concentra te on their writing in a boisterous 
atmosphere, but they are also the ones who complain 
most often about being cut off from the flow of 
information, and feel left out of things. People need to 
communicate face to face. which is one of the reasons 
why 1 do not believe distance working will be the 
predominant pattern of the ful·ure. 

The open space is probably the most efficienl 'medium' 
of face-to-face communication so far devised. This is the 
way that much of human knowledge is passed from 
generation to general ion in the home or on-the-job. The 
open-plan office space is the medium of tradition. 

The point is that the transfers take place wilhoul being 
deliberate or fonnally channelled through a reporting 
system. Person-to-person communication takes place 
taci tly, out of the corner of the eye, and unconsciously. 

The open space is a very efficient medium of human-to
human communication, since it enables multi-dimen
sional transfer. The open-plan office space is the office 
version of the cave in that it mimics the way human 
knowledge has been passed from generation 10 
generation unconsciously, undeliberately and energy
efficient. 

Information - Chaos or Structure? 

The word information is derived from Latin illfamla" 
which means 'give form to'. The etymology thus 
connotes an imposition of strudure upon some 
indeterminate mass. This is probably the mosl widely 
used meaning of the word. Most people tend to think of 
information as disjointed little bundles of 'facts', similar 
to articulated or propositionary knowledge. 

In the Oxford English Diclianary definition of how the 
word is used, it is connected both to knowledge and 
communication: 

Know/edge communicated concerning some particular Jad. 
5"bj"c/ or event; that of which aile is apprised or told; 
iulelligmcc, news. 

The word infonnation can thus refcr both to fads 
themselves and the transfer of facts. lnformation can be 
seen from a cotltent sense or.a comtmmicalion sense. These 
double notions of infonn. tion are .Iso inherent in one of 
the foundations of information theory, Cybernetics 
introduced by Norbert Wiener (1948). The cybernetiC 
theory was derived from the new findings in the 1930s 
and 1940$ regarding the role of bio-e1ectric signals in 
biological systems, including the human being. The full 
title waso Cyb,m,tic5 or COlllrol alld Commullication in the 
Allimal alld the Machine. Cybernetics was thus attached 
~n h inlo9v from ~hp h(JoinninU' 
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TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE AND TI-lE INFORMATION PROCESSING PROFESSIONS 

Cybemetics is also the foundation of system theory 
which regards information as something that is used by a 
mechanism or organism, a system, for steering the system 
towards a predefined goal. The goal is compared with 
lhe actual performance and signals arc sent back to the 
sender if the performance devia tes from lhe norm. This 
concept of negalive feedback and stimulus and response 
has proven to be a powerful tool in most mechanical and 
electrical control mechanisms. 

Organisation theory in the 1950s and until the 1970s is 
heavily influenced by system theory. Many organisation 
models build on the stimulus/response concept and 
describe organisations as 'systems', using metaphors 
borrowed from cybemetic theory. The signals of the 
machine-machine are seen as 'information' in human-ta
human communication. 

System theory regards information as conveying facts 
with a meaning independent of the reader. Meaning is 
seen as a stnlcturc. There is thus more information in an 
ordered syslem than in disorder. Order, like a sentence, 
is seen to contain more meaning than words in stochastic 
order. 

Propositionary knowledge docs thus indeed seem to 
share many of the features of the cybernetic notion of 
information. It is a dangerous analogy, however. We are 
discussing two enti rely different levels. For instance, the 
files for a picture come wil·h l·he information in a digital 
code in a format (TIFF,GIF etc.) Those files are entirely 
incomprehensible to a human being. If, however, I use a 
special software to print the file on a screen or on a 
paper, I can immediately see lhe pichlre. According to 
informal ion theory it is the same information in the fUe 
as in the printed pidure, but not for the human being. 
The two levels have no conneclion, except in a 
metaphorical sense. 

Computers need signals to communicate but human 
beings do not have to send Signals to transmit 
deCipherable messages. An absent daughter, who has 
promised to phone home at the weekend if she does not 
feel well, has sent a message without a Single Signal if 
she does not telephone. Two acquaintances, who pass 
each other in the street withoul giving any sign that 
they recognise each other, can generate mOre 
decipherable information in each other's minds than if 
they had exchanged greetings. 

Likewise, an open office space is full of body Signals 
which creale numerous unconscious interpretations, 
without any infonmation being del iberately transmitted. 

Shannon's Notion of 'Information' 

Today we consume information in such enormous 
quantit ies that no one, born before the technical media 
revolution, could possibly have imagined it. Wiener's 
words: ... to live effectively is 10 live wilh adequale 
informalion ... do not fit a world filled bv the flickerine: 

of TV -screens, fragments of texts, snatches 
'authored' by copy-writers, journalists, 
devices, commentators or transmitted via 
'highways' like Intemet. 

of music, 
eledronic 
electronic 

We live in societies that are rapidly approaching a stage 
where 50 per cent or more of lhe citizens are writing and 
speaking words and processing texts, numbers and 
pictures which are reproduced in milliseconds. The 'fad' 
in one text book or encyclopaedia or CD·ROM may be 
contradicted by anolher 'fact' in a later edition. It does 
not matter how well the infonmation has been structured 
or how potentially valuable the knowledge is; as soon as 
il leaves the presses, the loudspeaker or the screen it 
adds to, or drowns in, chaos. 

Chaos is randomness or entropy· This is another notion 
of information which seems to contradid 'common 
sense' - Claude Shannon's communication theory. 
SImmon was a contemporary of Wiener and as an 
AT&T mathematician he was primarily interesled in the 
limitations of a channel in transferring Signals via a 
telephone line and the cost of information transfer 
irrespeclive of lhe meaning of the information. He 
develops a mathematical theory in which information 
has no connection wilh lhe semantic content. Shannon 
defines information as a volume, which is a purely 
quantitative10 measure of communicative exchanges. 

Shannon's notion of information is a measure of one's 
freedom of choice in selecting a message. 

Tile grealer this freedom 01 choice, the grealer tI" i"lomlUlion, 
Ihe grealer is Ihe uncerlai"ly Ihal the message actually seleded 
is some particular one. Greater freedom of choice, greater 
wlcertainty atld greater information go Juwd in halld. 
(Weaver in Shannon and Weaver, 1959) 

There is thus a greater probabil ity that a series of 
random symbols actually conlain some kind of infonma
tion, than if the series has a structure. There is more 
information in chaos than in structure. Shannon therefore 
wanted to call his concept 'entropy', but was persuaded 
by his contemporaries to call it 'informalion' instead. 
Weaver (in Shannon and Weaver, 1959), explains 
Shannon's mathematical theory by shOWing how well 
it fits with the second law of thermodynamics. Weaver 
stated that it is the en (-ropy of the underlying stochastic 
process in the information source that delermines the 
rate of information generation: 

The quantity which tmiquely meefs fhe nalural re{fI,iremenls 
Ihal olle sels lip for 'ill/annalion' Illms 011110 be exaclly Ihal 
whic11 is knowu in thermodynamics as entropy. 

For an information theorist based on Shannon it does not 
matter whether we are communicating a fact, a 
judgement or just nonsense. Everything we transmit 
over a telephone line is 'information'. 

The mathematical and statis tical content of Wiener's and 
Shannon's theories are of no in terest here. They cover 
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only the technical level of communication, i.e. how 
accurately the symbols of communication can be 
transmitted. The problem of whether the transmitted 
symbols convey the desired meaning or not, is not 
covered by any of the theories. 

However, since one of the conclusions from Shannon's 
theory is that chaos cordains more informafion fhan 
structure, it is the opposite of Wiener's definition. Why 
this fundamental contradiction has not been resolved by 
information scientisls is a puzzle. Perhaps it has not been 
perceived as necessary, since the theories arc 
complementary and fu nd ion well together. as long as 
one does not leave the technical level. 

The contradiction has formed two camps however, 
thereby adding to the debate about information as 
content or as communication. Does information convey 
meaning or not? Is informalion structure or chaos? There 
has been a long debate among scientists whether a 
theory of information should deal wi th the problem of 
meaning. By doing so authors argue that they can link 
information with knowledge. System theory especially, 
lends itself to such interpretations, but successors of 
Shannon have also suggested theories which add 
concepts of meaning to his lheory. 

The widely different views on what is really transferred 
- meaningless symbols o r facts with a meaning - have 
left the label information open as a platform for all 
kinds" of interpretations. By building on the cybemetic 
notion that structure contains more information than 
chaos, it is often suggested lhat by adding more 
strudure or 'value' through analysis, seledion and 
interpretation, 'information' enters a higher sphere and 
becomes facts of knowledge. 

Such hierarchies are suggested by several authors. One 
example, Barabba and Zaltman (1990) are discussing the 
use of rna.rket research information and how one is to 
know whether the information is 'facts' or not. They 
propose the follOWing hierarchy, Data (numbers, words), 
["formation (statements). ["t,l/ig,"ce (rules), Kllow/edge 
(combination of the levels below) and wisdoll'l 
(combined knowledge bases). 

Using Shannon's theory, informalion. is never 'facts'. 
Information is meaningless in itself and the meaning is 
construded by the reader. His notion relates not so 
much to what you do say as to what you could say (or do 
not say). 

Information theory concerns one medium and one 
sender/receiver relationship. Therefore neither Shannon 
nor Wiener cover messages broadcast from one sender 
to many receivers via massmetiia. In our massmedia-rich 
societies, however, all information is competing with all 
olher information. [nformation today is - from the 
receivers' point of view - more like chaos lhan facts. 
Therefore Shannon's information concept seems 10 fi t 
today's information markels. 
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By articulating our knowledge into fads or information 
via a massmedium. be it Internet, TV or a newspaper, 
they move it into a polentiality, over which the 
information providers have no power. The receivers 
will have to make their choices from a non-structured 
chaos. This kind of communication is quite different as 
compared with a tradition of knowledge according to 
Pol.nyi and it is different from cybernetic theory. but it 
seems to fit better with Shannon's model. 

Polanyi was impressed by the then new theory of 
communication and bases his understanding of 
information on cybernetics. But Polanyi does not 
compare information with knowledge. For him 
information is primarily communication, and he 
mainlains that knowledge transfer. also among animals, 
is social and takes place in an atmosphere of 
'conviviality' and that the mechanistic cybernetic theory 
therefore can not expla in how human lransfer of 
knowledge takes place. Polanyi emphaSises that the 
process of know ing and the transfer of human 
knowledge demands much broader and richer means of 
communication than the written or oral word. 

The notion that informalion is 'fads' with a meaning and 
thereby linked 10 knowledge is a powerful metaphor in 
computerised societies and the way we talk about 
information today is strongly influenced by information 
theory. Thus we speak of 'transmitting' information to a 
'receiver'. And who has not heard politicians complain 
about not being able 10 'get their message across' 
because of the 'noise' general cd by their opponents? 

A 'Radical' Notion of Information 

I suggest that the entropy-like feature of Shannon
information fits better wit h present SOCiety than the 
cybernetic notion. This further implies t'hat it is nol 
possible to assume a higher value on some information. 
'All information is equal and meaningless' would be the 
notion to carry with us. 

Implications of a Radical Notion 

Today, managers arc urged by systems consultants to 
see information as a valuable resource, that is information 
in a content sense. In the massmedia world we can 
observe how information behaves in the conlenl sense. 
Massmedia has becn trading informalion as a resource 
since the industry was born in the early 191h century. 

Figure 1 shows roughly what the market for business 
and financial information looks like in Sweden. The 
degree of value added in the informalion is plotted on 
one axis, and lhe lead lime from the source to the 
reader/ listener on lhe olher. 

The challenge encountered by analysts and journalists is 
to reduce the daily chaos of informalion lhey encounter 
into a few intelligible lines in a lwo-dimensional article. 
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Figure 1 The Swedish Market for Buslne •• and Financial Information (Price Levels) 

Their main value conlribution is thus reduction of 
information, not addition, which seems logical follOwing 
Shannon. 

From Figure lone can distinguish three main classes of 
value added and Ihree main spans of lead time. I have 
made a rough categorisation into three levels of value 
added 10 informalion by financial analysts and journalists, 

.:. Price figures only = no value added 

.:. News ~cxt = some value added, some redudion of 
chaos 

.) Analysis = much value added, highest reduction 
level 

Real-lime media via computer have captured the market 
for the very fastest information. Broadcast media have 
developed into a low-price channel for financia l news 
and stockmarket prices wilh the lowesl value added 
levels. Prinl' media occupy all levels and time niches 
excepl the fastest. 

The prices vary according 10 bolh time and value added. 
Highly codified and easily disseminated informalion 
(share prices) has Ihe lowesl market value. The Ihree 
lines seem to describe a roughly logarilhmic curve. A 
common fealure o[ al l lhree is Ihe slrong influence of the 
time factor. 

The price of share price dala has fallen 10 Ihe cost of 
Iransmilling Ihe bil-slream. This informalion, generally 
speaking, is worlh no more Ihan whal il cosls 10 relrieve 
Ihem from Ihe computers. The price of such simple and 
strictly codified information as slraighl share prices falls 
rapidly as il becomes more universally accessible. The 
nrire of olain news lI"t is likewise falline fasl: Ihe loneer 

the lead time. the cheaper il is. The fan is slowest for 
information with thc highest redudion levels, but ii, 100, 
is quite time-sensit ive. 

Currenlly, faster media are growing while Ihe slower are 
slagnant. If people have 10 choose between lead time 
and added value they seem 10 choose lead time. People 
seem to put less and less value on va lue added in 
informalion. II seems Ihal lhis behaviour further 
corroborales Ihe 'radical' notion of all information as 
being 'equal'. irrespedive of value added to it. 

If Ihere were a fourlh calcgory: 'subjedive opmlon 
expressed by a trustworthy person', Shannon's theory 
forecasls Ihal the value would be highest. Again. il 
seems 10 go against common sense bul Ihe explanation 
is Ihal a subjedive opinion condenses a 101 of 
information into one phrase, which can be interpreled 
and aded upon very quickly (provided you Irusl I·he 
sender). A 'radical' nolion of informalion has grave 
implications for informalion proccssing industries and 
for Ihe informalion processing professionals. 

Inveslors are now fuelling Ihe information markels again; 
Ihe last boom was in Ihe mid-eighties. This time it is 
mainly in Ihe arca of TV and business/financial 
informalion aimed al inveslors and Ihe Interne I. In 
Europe alone, four new channels have been launched 
recently to broadcasl business news and enlerlainment 
pradically around the dock, European Business News, 
BBC World Service, Sky News and CNBC Money Wheel. 

Who will pay [or all Ihis information? Not the viewers. 
for Ihey will receive Ihe information free. Only very 
special cable channels nowadays are bold enough to 
demand Ihal TV viewers pav for whal Ihey see. All Ihe 
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revenues are expected from the adverLisers. Most 
launches in the printed press today are also freebies . 
Even established articles boasling paid circulation like 
the Financial Times pocket 75 per cent of their revenues 
from the adverHsers. 

Internet and other computerised media offer access lo 
gigabytes of information stored in the dalabases in 
public networks free of charge. You only pay an 
entrance fee to the gate provider. The information is 
then (with a few exceplions) free, paid by the suppliers 
of it. 

So, the suppliers of information pay - nol the consumers. 
Is this how a valuable resource behaves on a market1 It 
ra ther seems that the mass media 

seemed ridiculous at first, but it makes sense if one 
assurnes a 'radical' nahan of informaLion. NeLscape gets 
the bulk of its revenues from its Internet servers, 
(computers that are used La sLore and send inforrnalion), 
Netsc.pe thus receives their revenues from the 
information suppliers, not the readers (consumers). In 
addition, their free I n~emet browser has become so 
popular LhaL i~ is on the verge of becoming a de facio 
standard. 

Ever since Bill Cates signed the famous agreement with 
IBM in 1983 for MS-DOS to become the opera~ing 
system of IBM's new Pc. 10 become Ihe standard is Ihe 
preferred ' z sLralegy for large operalors on the markets 
for information and knowledge. 

markets teach us that 
information is a g lut product 
with a very short economic life. 
There is no trouble finding 
people who want 10 spread 
information free of charge 
(witness this journal!), or even 
pay for it 10 be spread (wilness 

The ltlllSS media mnrkds 
tmch us thai iufOl-matiOlI is 

MS·DOS and later Windows -
was and still is - not the 'best' 
syslem available, but because 
IBM allowed Microsoft to sell 
it to all PC-makers, il has become 
an industry standard, with some 
30 million copies running. It is 

{/ glut pmdud with a lJery 

short ectJnomic life 

the growing PR and lobbying industries). Consequently, 
also the adverlising deparlrnents experience growing 
markels. The subscriplion departments tell another story, 
though. They have great trouble in fi nding people 
willing to pay to read whal others have written or lisLen 
to whal others wish 10 say. 

Information requires Ihe reader or listener to do a large 
share of the work; it takes knowledge and energy 10 
convert passive informalion into something that can be 
acted upon. Since you do noL know unli l after you have 
read a text or viewed a TV programme whether it was 
worthwhile spending valuable time on, information may 
even acquire a negafive economic value. 

All informaLion markets today are characterised by an 
excess of supply over demand, and Ihere is nothing to 
indicate Lhal the situation is about to change, 
Information is becoming ever easier to produce. whereas 
hurnan capacity ~o absorb informalion is changing only 
slowly. The capacity cannot be enhanced to any 
significant degree, except by higher educalion. 

The bottleneck is the limited time people have at their 
disposal to read, watch and listen, noL Lheir money, This 
applies to all kinds of knowledge packaged as 
inforrnation products, such as books, scientific articles, 
newspapers, fi lms, TV and radio programmes, as well as 
compuLerised data bases and multimedia shows. 

The Money Makers on the New Information 
Markets 

Th~ US·based NeLscape Communications is the new 
archetype of how to address the information markets. 
Netseape started their business by giving its web 
browser (software for readim, IntemeL DaQes) awav. It 

now the framework deterrnining 
the environment for software developers and what 
applications they are able to develop. The laymen have 
L'o follow these ",les or clse MS-Word and the o~her 
applications will not work. Windows Lhus de termines the 
rules for knowinG in the PC-indusLry, and Microsoft 
makes money from the captive end users, who are stuck 
w ith their operating sysLem, wheLher they like it or nol. 

The lurmoil of mergers in 1994-95 in the media industry 
was to carve out as high a share as possible of ~he TV & 
video distribulion channels. The framework - and the 
power of selling the rules of the game - is again 
regarded commercially as more imporlanl Ihan the 
con~ent of the programmes. 

One way to make money seems La be La design the 
stalldard, (Microsoft or Netseape). Netscape points to 
another profitable way: to sell lools lo the advertisers -
suppliers of information content - on Intemel. The 
development so far indicates that the ones who see 
infonnation as commtmication are beHer positioned to 
reap the big money on the information markels, nol Ihe 
ones who see informaL ion as a resource and try to sell 
content. The rule setters seem to be belling on revenues 
from the suppliers of information content, not the 
consumers. 

Conclusions and Suggestions 

The unconscious analogy belween computer/ 
information and brain/ knowledge is dangerous. Both 
theory and the lessons from the information·intensive 
world of today suggest that we should reconsider our 
mindsets as regards the concept of information. 
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the fallacious belief that human dynamic processes-of
knowing are the same thing as information which in 
some way or another 'exists' passively out there in the 
organisation, whiCh, like infonnation in databases. can 
be 'reengineered' or turned into intelledual 'capital' as 
easily as Signals are transmitted from computer to 
computer. 

There are distinct differences in how information and 
tradition transfer knowledge. While a tradition transfers 
'a whole', a process-of-knowing between people, 
information is a potentiality, over which the supplier/ 
creator has no power. 

Since every individual must reconstruct his or her own 
way of doing things. it takes a long time to learn how to 
perform a craft or how to run an intellectual process. It 
must be virtually 'ingrained in the back-bone'. Most of 
the transfer takes place automatically and unconsciously. 
InformaHon might be a trigger, but can not be 
meaningful knowledge in itself. 

A process-of-knowing seemS to be better transferred 
through tradition than through infonmation. My 
suggestion is to use epistemology for describing and 
defining knowledge and for creating best possible 
knowledge transfer, to use Shannon's infonmation 
concept for communication and to disregard Wiener's 
and system theory's notions of infonmation. 

By doing so, we will regard information in a content 
sense as meaningless in itself and of lit tle - even 
nega tive - commercial value. We will regard knowledge 
as dynamic, ad ion orientated and dis tindly different 
from infonnaHon. We will regard 'facts' as informatior'l 
and meaningless until it has been interpreted by living 
human beings into tacit knowledge. 

I suggest that managers, carrying such 'radical' notions 
with them, are more likely to make decisions that fit 
today's world and less likely to lose money on the new 
information markets. 

Unsolved Issues 

The notion of unconscious acquisi tion of knowledge via 
tradition brings some particular issues, which are in need 
of more research. By working in a tradition we learn so 
much that we become unaware of how much we actually 
do know. Therefore will present efforts to make human 
knowledge explicit be futile, until we learn to develop 
computers that are not based on Infonmation Theory? 

Infonmation technology has made technical com
munication between compu ters very fast. Tradition 
appears slow these days compared to information. Is 
tradit.ion perceived as very slow because we interpret the 
development using information theory concepts? 

Human bein",s are verY ",ood at absorbin", and 

Via Informalion Via Tradition 

Commun icates Transfers tacit abi lities 
mean ingless potentials 

Reader interprets writer's Apprentice recreates own 
mean ing vers ion of master's 

expertise 

Static Dynamic 

Articulated Mostly unarticulated 

Quick Slow 

Twodimensional Multidimensional 

Conscious Largely unconscious 

Independent of the 
individual 

Mass distribution easy 

Both dependent and 
independent of individua l 

Mass distribution difficult 

Figure 2 Know!edge Transfer 

interpreting unconscious Signals, but we can still only 
take in and interpret a certain limited" amount of 
information per hour via eyes and ears, as long as we are 
limited to two dimensional computer screens and article. 
How can we best design knowledge transfer 
environments to make best use of this human feature? 

A negative feature of knowledge transfer via tradition is 
that - being unconscious - it confines Our process-of
knowing within an unconscious framework. We tend to 
see what we have been trained to see and use the rules 
of procedure that we know best. Nonaka (1995) suggests 
a spiral between information and tacit knowledge to 
overcome14 this problem. What other methods can be 
developed that help us transcend our 'hard set' thinking? 

The financial infonnation market reveals a close relation 
between time and value in money tenms. It is possible to 
speak of markets for scientific information, technical 
information, political infonnation, etc., with similar 
characterist ics as the financial infonmation markets_ This 
brings some issues of consideration for scientists and 
other so-called knowledge workers in the information 
professions. 

The outcome of a scienti fic process-of-knowing must be 
possible to articulate as information. However, scientific 
publica tions must enter the chaotic information markets, 
irrespective of the volume, the content, the intention or 
the author. The characteristics of the information 
markets unfortunately make it unlikely that a scientific 
publication will be carefully read by anyone. What 
implications does this have for l·he relation between 
science and SOCiety? Must new methods more 
appropriate for today's societies be developed? 

The process of knowledge work and how knowledge 
workers adually do work is largely" (Quinn et aI., 1996) 
unresearched. The dilemma for the so-called knowledge 
workers is that most of them do not produce knowledge 
for others than themselves. Thev process infonmation 
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create new tacit knowledge but their visible output 
)stly communicated as information. 

l.e same time they - in order to gain expertise in 
own professions - need to transfer knowledge in 

tional terms. We need to understand what media 
ion for knowledge transfer. Such media must take 
lUge human capacity to absorb unconscious signals 
consideration. I have pointed at one such 'medium', 
.pen space. What other media than information can 
~veloped7 

es 

M ichael Polanyi (1891-1976) was a Hungarian medical 
scientist whose research was mainly in physical chemistry 
before he turned to philosophy at the age of 55. He 
accepted a personal chair in social studies at the University 
of Manchester in 1948. His lectures were collected in his 
opus magnum Personal Knowledge, Towards a Post Critical 
Epistemology in 1958. Although very influential in the 
background he has never been recognised as a 'hue' 
philosopher. His epistemology is inspired by constructivism 
and close Oohannesson 1992), to the late WiHgenstein. 
Main contributions to my understanding of Polanyi's 
concept of knowledge have been made by Rolf (1991) 
and Sanders (1988). Johannesson (1992) summarises 
criticism against him. 

Polanyi is here inspired by Piaget, who describes 
knowledge fOimation in terms of assimilation and 
adaptat ion. 
C.f. von Glasersfelt (1988234) who summarises the 
construdivist view: 'All knowledge is tied to adion and 
knowing an object or an event is to use it by assimilating it 
to an adion scheme'. 

Polanyi (1958), s.92, 'Words convey nothing except by a 
previously acquired meaning which may somewhat be 
modified by their present use, but will not as a rule have 
been discovered on this occasion. Our knowledge of things 
denoted by words will have been largely acquired by 
experience: See also Sanders (1988:21). 

'An articulate assertion is composed of two parts: a sentence 
conveying the content of wha t is asserted and a tacit act by 
which this sentence is asserted. The act of assertion is an act 
of tacit comprehension, which relies altogether on the self
satisfaction of the person who performs it. Unless an 
assertion of fad is accompanied by some heuristic or 
persuasive feeling it is a mere form of words saying 
nothing'. Polanyi (1958,254). 
Polanyi (1958,55). My underlinings. 

From Rolf (1991) who adds, copying of products, 
instructions (maxims), co-operative (seniors + juniors) 
problem solving, games and competitions. 
In the physical sciences, the en tropy associated with a 
situation is a measure of the degree of randomness. The 
second law of thermodynamics states that entropy always 
increases in the universe. 
Shannon defined some of the basic concepts in computer 
science like "bits' and 'noise' in mathematical terms. 

See Tengstrom (1987) for an overview. 
Gibbons et al. (1994), The New Produe/ion of Knowledge. 
Some estimates by cognitive science rates the total human 
brain information processing capacity at 11 megabits/ 
second, while we are conscious of only 20-40 bits/second. 
Nonaka (1995: 58) discusses Shannon's definition, but 
regards it as 'problematic'. He prefers to see information as 
a 'flow of messages'. This notion might fit single-context, 
sin~le-cultural environments like Jaoanese manufacturine: 

firms during the 19805. Knowledge workers in the 
infonnation processing industries in the 19905 face mulH
contextuaL multi-cultural environments. 

15 . Little has been added since Schon's (1983), TIle Ref/eclive 
Practitioner. 
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